
SVA THESIS ANIMATION

All of the thesis guidelines, deadlines, and forms can be downloaded below. Film : Film Thesis Guidelines Booklet
Animation: Animation Thesis.

The exhibition explores the different themes and media of digital art. The Tuesday evening presentations will
highlight fine art and motion graphics thesis projects. Students come from around the world to study in this
two-year MFA degree program, which has distinguished itself with eight Student Academy Awards. Both
events will be streaming live on Livestream. She also acts as an advisor on MFA thesis projects. As a leader in
this program, she oversaw curriculum development, recruitment of staff, faculty, visiting artists, guest
lecturers and students, and has taught courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. He wrote his
comedic story in a sci-fi setting so he can get extra creative and expressive with his environmental designs and
animation. Admission is free. For information, visit sva. Students receive an interdisciplinary education in 3D
animation, motion graphics, compositing and visual effects, and are required to develop drawing skills, an
understanding of formal narrative and storytelling, the ability to work in a collaborative environment and a
working knowledge of video and film post-production issues. Animation and background art are two things
that Peter Muccioli enjoys creating the most, so he is producing a thesis film that will allow these interests to
be his main focus. In addition to his educational work, Calhoun is an interdisciplinary artist, writer and
filmmaker. Continue Reading. Established in , the department offers a four-year program dedicated to giving
its students the technical skills necessary to begin a successful career in film, television, commercial or
video-game production. MFA Computer Arts A nationally-ranked graduate program emphasizing creative
experimentation and a multidisciplinary approach to making art with computers and emerging technologies.
Development artwork for a project by Dominick Bedasse. Linear video works include single and
multi-channel installations exploring both narrative and abstract expression through 3D animation, motion
graphics, and traditional animation. Stylistically, her 3d renderings and designs are inspired by stop-motion
animation and handcrafted sets, such as Corpse Bride and Paranorman. Wednesday night will feature 3D
animation. Comprised of more than 6, students at its Manhattan campus and 35, alumni in countries, SVA also
represents one of the most influential artistic communities in the world. The order of the presentation is listed
on mfaca. As an illustrator, animator, longtime SVA faculty and staff member and alumnus , Calhoun brings
years of experience to his new role. BFA Computer Art student Jenna Spurlock is working hard on her thesis
film about an unconfident girl growing up in the s who becomes heavily influenced by a powerful pop star,
only to learn that following your own style is always best. Dominick Bedasse , a former SVA Continuing
Education student, honed his skills by enrolling in several courses that ranged from traditional drawing to
digital compositing before applying to graduate school. Continuing Education In the Continuing Education
program at School of Visual Arts, students learn to give life and motion to ideas and characters in a program
that blends the practical, the theoretical, and the creative. School of Visual Arts has been a leader in the
education of artists, designers, and creative professionals for more than six decades. Dedicated to producing
digital artists of the highest caliber, the department guides each student in the development of a personal
artistic style in a course of study that is individually tailored to meet his or her needs. She acted as associate
director of the New York Digital Salon, working to create international dialogue and partnerships to celebrate
digital animation, video, games and interactive installations.


